To all Koszyki lessees!
The opening of Hala Koszyki is coming soon, which is the perfect moment to
present the list of our lessees amongst which you’ll find 18 gastronomical
locations, 11 food shops and open 7 days a week, from early morning till late
evening Bazar Koszyki. You’ll also find a bookstore, kitchen & home
accessories shop, culinary academy and many other cultural attractions. All of
it is organized in the revitalized historical interiors of Hala where today’s style
of worldwide known market halls takes place of the old way of shopping.
All gourmets’ paradise
For the first time in Poland there exists a place where under one roof you can choose
form eighteen restaurants serving food not only from furthest corners of the world but
also the local rarities. In Hala Koszyki you’ll be able to visit both new and well known
to Warsaw citizens concepts, like Semolino Ristorante with Italian cuisine, Heritage
Shop&Wine with Italian delicacies, a Thai Tuk Tuk, Bierhalle with wide range of
dishes perfectly matching their beer, Gringo Salsownia with Mexican food, Kiełba w
Gębie serving sausages in surprisingly many ways, Mango Vegan with its best
according to the Yelp ranking hummus or the finest burgers from the Soul Food.
Amongst completely new concepts you’ll find Port Royal Fish&Oyster Bar serving fish
and seafood, Sobremesa Tapas Bar with the best choice of snacks and appetizers,
Siewcy Smaku whose menu is full of shoots, sprouts and edible flowers, the Indian
Curry Leaves, Japanese cuisine at Kago Sushi, best crepes’ house Kreperia and
finally two authorial concepts of Mateusz Gessler. Last but not least, in Warsaw
Koszyki Weranda Bistro from Poznan will also gonna open its restaurant, which may
revolutionise Warsaw breakfast restaurants’ ranking. The completion of all these
locations will be the 50-metre Bar Centralny Koszyki with almost just as long list of
soft drinks, alcoholic beverages and aperitifs.
Hala Koszyki is also a great place to do a complete food shopping, starting from
Bazar Koszyki, open all 7 days of week from morning till evening, through the Maison
de Thé tea shop, Crazy Butcher butcher’s, tempting with the smell Aromat bakery,
Mediterranean specialties’ house Damas, ending up on ecological Smak Natury

shop, Corona Sok i Mus with freshly extracted juices, Gaba & Garçons Confectionery
with cookies and cakes, Karmello chocolate shop and ice-cream heaven
Magiad’Italia.
Trade space
Long ago the cellars of Hala Koszyki were functioning as the groceries’ storage
rooms, which was a revolutionary solution in those days. Today -1 level will become
a trade space where the brand new edition of Piotr i Paweł supermarket will show its
new interiors and assortment prepared specially for Koszyki, Rossmann chemist will
again show itself with 16 thousand products, 5àsec laundry will rescue your clothes
from obstinate stains, Azul Holiday will neatly plan any trip of your dreams and Duka
will decorate your home and attract you with some culinary shows. Finally Świat
Książki bookstore will take care of your soul and enable you to equip yourself with
the newest bestsellers and to take part in many meetings with the books’ authors.
Creation space
The first floor of Hala Koszyki, above the whole culinary space, will be reserved for
art and other creative concepts, like Comfort Food Studio culinary academy. When it
comes to art, the space is going to be used for regular exhibitions taking place in
Hala. The first exhibition will be open this autumn. Apart from that, a special museum
showing the history of Hala as well as its revitalization process will be organized. On
the other hand, the culinary academy will be the place of special culinary events and
exceptional meetings proving the philosophy of its authors that food is something
more than just a diet. The teachers of the Comfort Food Studio will be well known
chefs and passionate lovers of cooking.
About Hala Koszyki
The guests of the new Hala will have a wide choice of 18 fantastic restaurants and
2000 menu items altogether. All the restaurants will be able to serve 770 guests at
once and prepare 51000 meals a day which gives 2100 dishes per hour. The ones,
who like to take some ersatz of the delicious things they’ve tasted home will be able
to do that thanks to 11 food stores offering a great variety of specialties as well as
Bazar Koszyki open 7 days a week, from early morning till late evening. The concept
of Hala Koszyki followed the examples set by other world’s classy market halls
functioning in Rotterdam, London, Oslo and Florence. The rich offer of Hala mapped
out on 2400 square metres of gastronomical space will surely satisfy everyone – the
ones who come here for a morning coffee, a casual lunch, a meeting with friends, a
smart dinner or a relaxing glass of Prosecco in the bar open till late evening hours.
Thanks to its diversified possibilities Hala will become the living part of the city –
Warsaw crucible in the gastronomical, social and cultural ways.
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